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Body Mass Index (BMI) Activities 
Interactive whiteboard file information  

For an ActivInspire (Promethean) flipchart file  
https://spiremaths.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/BMI.flipchart 
 
For an ActivStudio flp (Promethean) file  
https://spiremaths.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/BMI.flp  
 
For a Smart Notebook file  
https://spiremaths.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/BMI.notebook 
 
For this pdf file  
https://spiremaths.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/BMI.pdf 
 
 

BMI or the Quetelet Index: activities and ideas 
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BMI or the Quetelet Index (after its inventor) is measured differently for adults (over 18) 
and children. Information about this is provided. 
 
BMI uses mass (kilograms) and height (metres) in its formula, though all references in 
the literature in the formula refer to weight. This could be a point of discussion. I have 
used weight since it is universally applied. Many of the calculators for this accept 
imperial measurements (where the formula has conversion constants within it). 
 
For adults a formula is used to calculate BMI and the value then is used as a measure 
of health. However there is discussion whether this is the most appropriate measure 
and in early 2013 the Daily Telegraph reported on a suggestion of a different formula. 
According to an adult’s BMI he or she is judged to be on a seven point scale varying 
from ‘Very severely underweight’ to ‘Very obese’. 
 
Many countries and websites offer interactive BMI calculators, this resource includes 
those for  

• the National Health Service (NHS) 
• the BBC, 
• the Poodwaddle website 
• the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) in the USA 
• the new BMI calculator using a different formula  

 
The NHS and the NHLBI offer iPhone APPs. 
Also there is a chart (from the NHS) and a table (from NHLBI) where you can read off 
BMIs.  
 
For children (i.e. under 18 in the UK) NHS charts are used to give a result stating ‘your 
body mass is in the ?? centile for this age’ and a statement is made about the weight of 
the child (over, under, healthy). 
 
The Uk charts are complicated to use and understand, and there are several of them. 
So I have not used them here, though they can be found as follows: 
 
http://bit.ly/2-‐18charts Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health Resources 

– links to their charts for children 
http://bit.ly/2-‐18girls UK 2- 18 growth chart for girls (part is used here) 
http://www.rcpch.ac.uk/PCHR Personal Child Health Record or the ‘Red Book’ is now 

used for all children (ebook version under trial) 
 
The NHS resources also link to health, life style and medical issues. 
 
This could therefore become a substantial mathematics and PSHE module, but you 
need to look at all resources and links to make sure that you are happy following things 
through. 
 
Approaches all set within the context of the real world: 

• compare standard formula of BMI with new formula – where does it make a 
difference 

• look at and interpret these different charts 
• part of PSHE mathematics module on healthy lifestyles  
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Diagrams below are IWB pages each linked to an idea, lesson or resource. 
 

 
 
Here are the activity titles that follow in order here. 
 
The Quetelet or 
BMI Index: a 
history of the 
Index 

BMI healthy weight 
calculator (NHS 
version) 1 

BMI healthy weight 
calculator (NHS 
version) 2 

NHS BMI healthy 
chart for adults and 
BMI values 

NHS BMI healthy 
chart for 2 – 18 
year olds 

NHS BMI healthy 
weight calculator 
and tracker 

UK-WHO Growth 
Charts - Fact Sheet 
3 

BBC BMI Calculator 

Poodwaddle BMI 
calculator 

BMI printed table 
from the National 
Heart, Lung and 
Blood Institute 
(USA) - adults 

CDC Growth Charts 
USA: Body mass 
index-for-age 
percentiles for boys, 
2 to 20 years 

NHLBI BMI Calculator 
(The National Heart 
Lung and Blood 
Institute) a free iPhone 
APP 

Should we 
change the BMI 
calculator 1? 

Should we change 
the BMI calculator 
2? 

The BMI debate Our Other 
Mathematics 
Resources 
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The Quetelet or BMI Index: a history of the Index 
http://www-‐history.mcs.st-‐and.ac.uk/Biographies/Quetelet.html	  
Lambert Adolphe Jacques Quetelet (1796 – 1874) was the first person to have a 
concept of the ‘average man’ (1835) and one of the earliest people to work on social 
statistics.  
At http://schools-‐wikipedia.org/wp/b/Body_mass_index.htm the Schools Wikipedia 
Selection for BMI gives the date of invention between 1830 and 1850 by Quetelet, 
comments on its initial popularity in the early 1950s and 60s (when obesity first started 
to be an issue) and continues with a brief commentary on its shortcomings. 
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BMI healthy weight calculator (NHS version) 
http://www.nhs.uk/Tools/Pages/Healthyweightcalculator.aspx	  
The top four pictures are concerned with BMI, its calculation and interpretation. The 
next two offer advice about diet and health. Slides 3, 5 and 6 will vary according to age 
of adult (over 18) 
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Version for adults 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NHS BMI healthy chart for adults and BMI values 
http://bit.ly/bminhsadultchart	  
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NHS BMI healthy chart for 2 – 18 year olds 
http://bit.ly/2-‐18boys	  
http://bit.ly/2-‐18girls	  
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NHS BMI healthy weight calculator and tracker 
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/nhs-‐bmi-‐healthy-‐weight-‐
calculator/id451148078?mt=8	  
 

 
 

UK-WHO Growth Charts - Fact Sheet 3 
http://www.rcpch.ac.uk/sites/default/files/asset_library/Research/Growth%20Charts/
Education%20Materials%2001092010/FS3_Measuring%20and%20plottingW.pdf	  
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BBC BMI Calculator  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/health/tools/bmi_calculator/bmi.shtml	  
 

 
 

Poodwaddle BMI calculator  
http://www.poodwaddle.com/applets/bmi.swf	  
Move the sliders below and on the right of the Vitruvian Man or type figures into the 
box. 
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BMI printed table from National Heart, Lung and Blood 
Institute (USA) - adults 

http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/obesity/bmi_tbl.pdf	  	  	  

 
 

CDC Growth Charts USA: Body mass index-for-age 
percentiles for boys, 2 to 20 years 

http://bit.ly/2-‐20chartboysusa	   http://bit.ly/2-‐20chartgirlsusa	  
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NHLBI BMI Calculator: free iPhone APP 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/nhlbi-‐bmi-‐calculator/id446441346?mt=8	  
 

 
 

Should we change the BMI calculator? 
http://bit.ly/newbmi	  	  
On 22 January 2013 the Daily Telegraph reported that Nick Trefethen of Oxford 
University’s Mathematical Institute had suggested a new calculation for BMI. Instead of 
the formula:	  

weight 
height2 

 
it was suggested that instead we use: 
 

1.3 x weight 
height2.5 

 
If we did this what does it mean? 
 

Category BMI range – kg/m2 
Very severely underweight less than 15 

Severely underweight from 15.0 to 16.0 

Underweight from 16.0 to 18.5 

Normal (healthy weight) from 18.5 to 25 

Overweight from 25 to 30 

Obese  from 30 to 40 

Very Obese  over 40 
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The BMI debate 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_mass_index 
http://schools-‐wikipedia.org/wp/b/Body_mass_index.htm	  
 
Both provided more comment on possible alternatives and problems with the original 
BMI. The former, which is more detailed and complicated, comments that Quetelet 
suggested using an exponent of between 2.3 and 2.7 rather than the 2 that was 
obviously used for simplicity. 
 

Our Other Mathematics Resources 
Lesson ideas and resources can be found at 
www.spiremaths.co.uk	  	  
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Our iPad and iPhone resources 
 

 
   Age-ulator  Free: Randomised  £0.79 
 

         
 
 Directed Numbers £0.79: Equivalents £0.79: Multiplication Pairs £0.79 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maths Charts for Jenny Eather  Free:  
Maths Charts for Jenny Eather (Deluxe version)  £3.99	  
 

	  
 
Grids4Maths £0.79:  GeoDraw £0.79 (iPad only) 
 

Education APPs from Apple 
Half	  price	  for	  volume	  purchase	  of	  some	  Education	  APPs	  
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   Maths APPs for iPads and iPhones 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• GeoDraw offers users a choice of 5 grids for use in mathematics and D&T 
lessons. Send/export images with/without grid using: Bluetooth, Email, Facebook, 
Twitter and into Pages or Keynote. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W  

£0.79 

(iPad only) 

Eligible for VPP discount 
(see next page). 

Grids 
Circular 
Isometric: horizontal 
Isometric: vertical 
Polar 
Square 

Randomised (79p): for probability lessons. 
Age-ulator (free): for large number work and 
problem solving.  
Grids4Maths (79p): much simpler version of 
GeoDraw for iPhones. 

Change 
Number of grid points  
Grid point size 
Line thickness 
Line colour 
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Volume Purchase 
Programme (VPP) lets 
you buy Apple apps at 
discount rate of half 
price for 20 or more of 
the same app.  
 

Maths Pairs (£1.49) – three App 
bundle: eligible for VPP discount 
Directed Number, Equivalents and 
Multiplication Pairs (or 79p each). 

Contact and further details:  
In school training can be arranged to support 
implementation.  www.jamtecstoke.co.uk  
 contact@jamtecstoke.co.uk 
 

We’ve teamed up 
with Jenny Eather to 
bring her Maths 
Charts web 
resources to the 
iPad/iPhone.  
Try Maths Charts by 
Jenny Eather for 
free, then buy full 
Deluxe version for 
£3.99 (half this if 
you sign up for VPP 
with Apple and buy 
20 or more copies). 
 


